
Many of the slides that I’ll use have been borrowed
from Dr. Paul Lewis, Dr. Joe Felsenstein. Thanks!

Paul has many great tools for teaching phylogenetics at his

web site:

http://hydrodictyon.eeb.uconn.edu/people/plewis

http://hydrodictyon.eeb.uconn.edu/people/plewis


The main subject of this course: estimating a tree from
character data

Tree construction:

• strictly algorithmic approaches - use a “recipe” to construct a tree
• optimality based approaches - choose a way to “score” a trees and then

search for the tree that has the best score.

Expressing support for aspects of the tree:

• bootstrapping,
• testing competing trees against each other,
• posterior probabilities (in Bayesian approaches).



Simple test of Bergmann’s rule: comparing latitude and mass (I made these
data up)
lat. offset = degrees north of the 49th parallel.

species lat. offset mass
L1 3.1 5.9
L2 5.4 4.3
L3 5.1 3.1
L4 1.8 3.6
H1 13.5 15.2
H2 14.6 13.5
H3 13.6 12.4
H4 10.8 13.7
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(cue cartoon videos)

See http://phylo.bio.ku.edu/slides/no-correl-anim.mov

and http://phylo.bio.ku.edu/slides/correl-anim2.mov

http://phylo.bio.ku.edu/slides/no-correl-anim.mov
http://phylo.bio.ku.edu/slides/correl-anim2.mov


No (or little) evidence for correlation
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Do desert green algae use xanthophyll to protect against
excessive light intensities?

Species Habitat Photoprotection
1 terrestrial xanthophyll
2 terrestrial xanthophyll
3 terrestrial xanthophyll
4 terrestrial xanthophyll
5 terrestrial xanthophyll
6 aquatic none
7 aquatic none
8 aquatic none
9 aquatic none

10 aquatic none



Phylogeny reveals the events that generate the pattern

1 pair of changes.

Coincidence?

5 pairs of changes.

Much more convincing



Inferring Process from Pattern

Hypothesis:

Gregariousness should arise more frequently in unpalatable
organisms than in tasty ones (Sillén-Tullberg, 1988)



Inferring Process from Pattern
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Sillén-Tullberg (1988), Dyer and Gentry (2002), Hill (2001)



One possible outcome:

No clear evidence of associations between traits



Cartoon of the real results (Sillén-Tullberg, 1988)

Aposematic species are more likely to evolve gregarious larvae



Importance of phylogeny

The previous slides had identical patterns of traits if the phylogeny is
ignored.

Without knowledge of the tree, no conclusion would be reached.



Figure by Mathieu Joron: http://xyala.cap.ed.ac.uk/joron/

http://xyala.cap.ed.ac.uk/joron/
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As a result, strains with advantageous mutations could,
by chance, find themselves in individuals with low rates
of partner exchange and so will not be transmitted far in
the population. Of more debate is whether a bottleneck
has a selective component, so that strains that are better
adapted to new hosts (such as R5 strains) competitively
establish themselves in primary infection60, or whether
it is entirely neutral61 and thereby only magnifies the
effects of genetic drift.

Finally, some advantageous mutations, such as those
conferring CTL escape, might not appear until relatively
late in infection62. If these late-escape mutants do not
arise until after most individuals have transmitted the
virus, natural selection will be less effective at the pop-
ulation level. As a consequence, HIV strains might not
readily adapt to the HLA HAPLOTYPE distributions of their
local populations63, because some CTL-escape mutants
have little opportunity for further transmission. The
data presented to support the adaptation of HIV to
HLA haplotypes at the population level only considered
within-host evolution, albeit in a large number of
patients, and did not measure the effect of transmission.
Indeed, the fact that repeated individual adaptation was
observed in these patients indicates that the HIV popu-
lation as a whole was not adapted to the host HLA dis-
tribution. Moreover, although certain CTL-escape
mutants can be transmitted through the population64, it
is possible that CTL-escape mutations that are passed to
individuals with the ‘wrong’ HLA background will
sometimes be deleterious and removed by purifying
selection. In summary, inter-host HIV evolution is not
merely intra-host evolution played out over a longer
timescale, and the evolutionary process that occurs
within hosts will not select for viruses with enhanced
transmissibility.

Recombination and HIV diversity. Genetic recombina-
tion is an integral part of the HIV lifecycle, occurring
when reverse transcriptase switches between alternative
genomic templates during replication. As already men-
tioned, the recombination rate of HIV is one of the
highest of all organisms, with an estimated three recom-
bination events occurring per genome per replication
cycle65, thereby exceeding the mutation rate per replica-
tion. The discovery that most infected cells harbour two
or more different proviruses66, and the evidence for dual
infection67,68, set the stage for recombination to have a
central role in generating HIV diversity. Indeed, recom-
bination has now been detected at all phylogenetic lev-
els: among primate lentiviruses7,8, among HIV-1
groups69, among subtypes70 and within subtypes71.
Prevalent inter-subtype recombinants are denoted ‘cir-
culating recombinant forms’ (CRFs). There are 15 cur-
rently recognized CRFs that show a broad range of
complexity and are widely distributed. In some geo-
graphical regions, CRFs account for at least 25% of all
HIV infections72. Probably because it is more difficult to
detect, the role of intra-subtype recombination has tra-
ditionally been downplayed. However, recent popula-
tion-genetic studies indicate that recombination is also a
pervasive force within subtypes71,73.

(neutral) spatial and temporal diffusion of the virus,
with viral lineages co-existing for extended time peri-
ods. Indeed, there is little evidence that fitness differ-
ences determine subtype structure and distribution. For
example, experimental studies have revealed that sub-
type C viruses consistently have lower in vitro fitness
than those assigned to subtype B (REF. 56). Although cau-
tion should be shown when extrapolating from the lab-
oratory to nature, this indicates that the high prevalence
of subtype C in sub-Saharan Africa is the result of its
chance entry into populations with high rates of partner
exchange. However, it is unclear whether the success of
HIV-1 group M, relative to groups N and O, is the result
of some intrinsic property of the virus that enhances
transmissibility, or because the founding virus from
group M was fortunate enough to find itself in popula-
tions in which the epidemiological conditions were ideal
for transmission.

Why is natural selection a less potent force among
hosts than within them? The first factor is the bottleneck
that accompanies inter-host transmission, which greatly
reduces genetic diversity. Evidence for a strong bottle-
neck at transmission is the homogeneity of the virus
during primary infection57–58, although this could
depend on the mode of transmission59. The second
important factor concerns the behavioural aspects of
HIV transmission. HIV is predominantly a sexually
transmitted disease, and so the extensive variation in
rates of partner exchange will, in combination with the
transmission bottleneck, generate strong genetic drift.

NEIGHBOUR-JOINING METHOD 

An algorithm that uses genetic
distances to construct a
phylogeny by the sequential
addition of taxa.

BOTTLENECK 

A severe reduction in population
size that causes the loss of
genetic variation. The role of
random drift is increased,
whereas the power of selection is
reduced, by bottlenecks.

HLA HAPLOTYPE 

The particular pattern of alleles
at the human major
histocompatibility complex
(MHC) loci, which defines
which antigens are recognized by
T cells.

Figure 4 | Contrasting patterns of intra- and inter-host evolution of HIV. The tree was
constructed using the NEIGHBOUR-JOINING METHOD on envelope gene-sequence data that was
taken from nine HIV-infected patients48 (a total of 1,195 sequences, 822 base pairs in length), with
those viruses sampled from each patient depicted by a different colour. In each case, intra-host
HIV evolution is characterized by continual immune-driven selection, such that there is a
successive selective replacement of strains through time, with relatively little genetic diversity at
any time point. By contrast, there is little evidence for positive selection at the population level
(bold lines connecting patients), so that multiple lineages are able to coexist at any time point. 
A major BOTTLENECK is also likely to occur when the virus is transmitted to new hosts.

Figure from Rambaut, Posada, Crandall, and Holmes

Nature Reviews Genetics, 2004



The timing and accumulation of the different drug resistance
mutations have been shown to be variable between HIV-1-infected
individuals (42, 43). Stratifying the patient sequences based on AZT
resistance (AZTR), the range of divergence for all AZTR sequences
was 0.00–1.45% and for all AZT sensitive (AZTS) sequences was
0.44–1.23%. The victim’s HIV-1 DNA sequences were more sim-
ilar to the patient’s AZTR sequences than to the patient’s AZTS

sequences (the ranges of divergence were 0.15–1.52% compared
with 1.60–2.61%, respectively).

Sequence analyses of 20 HIV-1 DNA public sequences that
showed the most significant BLAST scores revealed that molecular
clone sequences for the patient and victim differed by 8.05–13.54%
and 8.54–15.37%, respectively, from the GenBank sequences. The
gp120 LA control sequences differed from those of the patient by
7.41–14.22% and from those of the victim by 8.02–15.43%. The
random LA controls and the 20 closest HIV-1 DNA sequences
selected from GenBank exhibited similar divergence, though the
most similar sequences to the victim and patient were found among
the LA controls. These data suggest that the selection of control
sequences from the local geographic area were appropriate for this
study. Comparing RT sequences, 57% of the LA controls showed
various amino acid substitutions known to confer resistance to
AZT. These LA control sequences were more divergent from
the stratified patient AZTR, patient AZTS, and the victim se-
quences and differed by 2.61–6.75%, 3.19–6.53%, and 3.34–6.53%,
respectively.

Phylogenetic Results. In the parsimony analyses, all 100,000 boot-
strap replicates of the gp120 gene data supported the victim and
patient sequences as the most closely related within the analysis
(P ! 0.00001), and 95,826 bootstrap replicates of the RT gene data
supported the victim sequences as embedded within a group of
patient sequences (P ! 0.04174). In the maximum-likelihood
distance analyses, all 1,000 bootstrap replicates of the gp120 gene
data (P ! 0.001; Fig. 1) supported the closer relationship between
the patient and victim viral sequences compared with any of the LA

controls, and all 10,000 bootstrap replicates of the RT gene data
(P ! 0.0001; Fig. 2a) supported the victim sequences as embedded
within a group of patient sequences. All 25,000 sampled trees from
the MCMC analyses also supported these relationships (P !
0.00004). The relationships of the patient and victim RT sequences
were virtually identical based on both the originally sampled
sequences (sequenced at BCM) and those subsequently sequenced
at MIC (Fig. 2b). The close relationship between the victim and
patient samples was thus supported by both of the genes that we
examined, using all major methods of phylogenetic analysis (par-
simony, minimum evolution, and likelihood), and a broad range of
evolutionary models.

Discussion
Direction of Transmission. Although the inferred sister relationship
between patient and victim viruses is consistent with the alleged
transmission event, this finding by itself does not establish the
direction of the transmission nor does it prove that additional
individuals could not have been involved in a series of intermediate
transmissions. However, if the sequences are sampled close enough
in time to the transmission event, the direction between a suspected
pair can often be established (44). Typically only a single or a few
viral isolate(s) have been shown to be transmitted during primary
infection (38, 45, 46), and if samples are obtained shortly after this
event, a subset of source sequences will be found to be more closely
related to the recipient sequences than all source sequences are to
each other. Thus, source sequences that are paraphyletic with
respect to the recipient sequences provide evidence for the direc-
tion of transmission. This paraphyletic relationship will be lost
through time as a result of lineage extinction, but can be observed
between transmission pairs that are sampled within a short period
of the transmission event. The window of opportunity for observing
this paraphyletic relationship is expected to vary as a function of
rate of evolution of the various parts of the genome and degree of
immunoselection and/or drug selection for the different gene
proteins.

Fig. 2. Phylogenetic analysis of the RT region; details of the
analysis are the same as for Fig. 1. Nucleotide alignment was
based on the protein alignment in Fig. 4. (a) Tree based on
sequences from BCM. (b) Subtree of patient and victim se-
quences, including those added by MIC. In both a and b, the
smaller set of boxed sequences represents the sequences from
the victim, and the larger set of boxed sequences represents the
patient plus victim sequences. The victim sequences were found
to be embedded within the patient sequences in all analyses and
for all models of evolution examined. In addition to the 100%
bootstrap support of this relationship for the minimum evolu-
tion analyses, the parsimony bootstrap support was 96% and the
Bayesian posterior support was 100%.

14296 ! www.pnas.org"cgi"doi"10.1073"pnas.222522599 Metzker et al.

Figure from Metzker et al. (2002), 2004



Tree terminology

A B C D E

interior node

(or vertex, degree 3+)

terminal node

(or leaf, 
degree 1)

branch (edge)

root node of tree (degree 2) 

split (bipartition)

also written AB|CDE

or portrayed **---



Rooted tree terminology

A B C D E

arc (from head
node to tail
node)rooted tree

a directed graph
(or digraph)

all non-root
nodes have 
in-degree of 1

non-leaf
nodes have
out-degree > 0



Rooted tree terminology

A

B

C

D

E
edges not arcs

degree not in-degree
and out-degree



Tree terms

A tree is a connected, acyclic graph.

A rooted tree is a connected, acyclic directed graph.

A polytomy or multifurcation is a node with a degree > 3 (in an unrooted
tree), or a node with an out-degree > 2 (in a rooted tree).

Collapsing an edge means to merge the nodes at the end of the branch
(resulting in a polytomy in most cases).

Refining a polytomy means to “break” the node into two nodes that are
connected by an edge.



Monophyletic groups (“clades”): the basis of
phylogenetic classification



Paraphyletic groups: error of omitting some species



Polyphyletic groups: error of grouping “unrelated”
species



Homework #1 – (due Friday, Jan 25th)

Draw an unrooted tree from the table of splits shown on the next page.
The frequencies shown in the table represent bootstrap proportions. We’ll
cover bootstrapping later in the course – for now you can treat the “Freq”
column as label for the branches.

Start at the first row and add splits until you cannot add any more splits to
the tree.

Make sure to label the leaves of the tree with the taxon number and the
edges with the value found in the “Freq” column.



000000000111111

123456789012345 Freq

..........*.*.* 100

........**..... 99

.**..........*. 97

........***.*.* 94

......*....*... 78

...**********.* 67

.**............ 61

......*.*****.* 60

..........*...* 56

...*.*......... 41

..........*.*.. 39

..*..........*. 37

.....********.* 33

/end-of-homework
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Branch rotation does not matter

A C E B F D D A F B E C



Rooted vs unrooted trees



Warning: software often displays unrooted trees like this:
/------------------------------ Chara
|
|                               /-------------------------- Chlorella
|                    /---------16
|                    |          \---------------------------- Volvox
+-------------------17
28                   \-------------------------------------------------------------------- Anabaena
|
|            /----------------- Conocephalum
|            |
|            |     /---------------------------- Bazzania
\-----------27     |
             |     |        /------------------------------ Anthoceros
             |     |        |
             \----26        |                      /------------------- Osmunda
                   |        |          /----------18
                   |        |          |           \--------------------------------------- Asplenium
                   |        |          |
                   \-------25          |                 /------- Ginkgo
                            |    /----23         /------19
                            |    |     |         |       \-------------- Picea
                            |    |     |         |
                            |    |     \--------22                /------------ Iris
                            |    |               |           /---20
                            \---24               |           |    \--------------------------- Zea
                                 |               \----------21
                                 |                           \------------------- Nicotiana
                                 |
                                 \----------------------- Lycopodium
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